OBSERVATION RUN

METROWEST HOG’s
2011 SCAVENGER HUNT

NAME_____________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS___________________________________________ CITY,_________________________ZIP__________
PHONE # ____________________________________________

THIS IS NOT A TIMED RUN!
Please be SAFE when taking your picture!!

Observation Run/Self-Guided Tour
Observation runs and self-guided tours are excellent ways to get MWHOG chapter
members out on their Harleys and enjoying the countryside.

In general, observation

runs are designed as a kind of "scavenger hunt" where participants receive a series of
questions about the landmarks and signs along the route. Their answers are judged at
the end of the ride. Self-guided tours are just that, a predetermined route through a
scenic area that riders can complete at their own pace.
A qualifying photo will consist of a picture of the item and you with or without your
bike. (Preferably with your Bike )
Each qualifying completed task will be eligible for a non-circulated 2009 MWHOG
Charity ride pin or a ticket.
The most pins and tickets collected at the end of the riding season will be declared the
winner.
There will be 1st, 2nd and 3rd place prizes. Prizes to be revealed at the April Meeting.
Start of Hunt = March 24, 2011
End of Hunt = November 30, 2011
Winners to be announced at the annual HOG-i-day party.

Tasks:
1.

Photo of the Funniest Plumber in Ashland 

2.

Photo of the Largest Ice-cream Cone in Natick 

3.

Find the place that translates into “Englishmen at Manchaug at the fishing
place at the boundary.” 

4.

Photo of the Skinniest House in Boston 

5.

Photo of the “Statue of 3 Lies” 

6.

Photo of the structure that “Does the Body Good” 

7.

Photo next to Boston’s Cuddliest Bear 

8.

Photo next to Boston’s only Rhinoceros 

9.

Photo of the Paper House 

10.

Town that’s same name as a country (50 each) 

11.

Same name town in each state, photo of each town needed (25 for 1st pair,
50 for each after) 
Example would be Boston MA & Boston ME = 25 points
then Boston CT = 50 points

12.

Photo of a Rocket

13.

Photo of a War Ship

14.

Photo of a military Helicopter

15.

Sitting in the helicopter

16.

Photo of a gorilla 

17.

Historical marker with “Washington” in it

18.

Peace pagoda 

19.

Floating bridge 

20.

Car crashing thru a building

21.

The Old Stone Church

22.

Parish Shoe Company building

23.

Town center where Jumangi stampede was filmed in

24.

In front of a airport

25.

Abandoned theme park

26.

Abandoned hospital

27.

Large globe

28.

Indian Reservation

29.

Top of a mountain



























30.

Highest mountain top in New England

31.

Eastern most point in New England 

32.

International border crossing

33.

Covered bridge

34.

Nations oldest Park

35.

Road sign with YOUR name on it

36.

Road sign with the word “ gap “ in it

37.

Muffler man

38.

Giant statute of a frog

39.

Presidential birth place 

40.

Castle

41.

Motorcycle or car museum

42.

Major League stadium or park 

43.

Photo of Timothy Clark Smith 

44.

Bike parked at a drive inn during a movie

45.

Statute of Paul Bunyan

46.

Giant Indian statute

47.

Photo in front of a larger then life size bug

48.

Bike in front of a Jail

49.

Bike in front of or behind a water fall 

50.

Revolutionary war Monument




























51.

State house

52.

Bike in front of Pink Floyd

53.

Captain thunderbolts school house



54.

Full gear/ helmet on a Ferris wheel



55.

Take a picture of Any dinosaur 

56.

Take a picture of Santa Claus 

57.

Take a picture next to Hog Brook 

58.

Take a picture next to a Potato Head Statue (Rhode Island) 

59.

Take a picture next to Hogback Mountain 

60.

Take a picture next to the MWH brick in Sturgis, SD 

61.

Take a picture next to the MWH rivet in Milwaukee, WI 




In the event of a tie, a drawing will be held to determine winners. Decision of judges is final.

Good Luck!!

